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ABSTRACT 

Cancer is one of the most deadly diseases both in developed and developing countries. 

Although there are many advances in diagnostics and treatment of cancer, still an overall 

survival rate has not yet improvised substantially. Therefore, there is a need to develop new 

and novel approaches for efficient cancer therapy. Gene therapy has tremendous potential to 

make an important contribution in cancer treatment. Anti-tumor genetic material delivered by 

various vectors to the tumor site to express anti-tumor protein or block oncogenic protein, 

resulting in apoptosis of the cancer cells, is termed as cancer gene therapy. Nano-delivery 

platforms facilitate the traversing of genetic material into a cell and allow them to express the 

gene of interest, thus improving therapeutic efficacy and reduce harmful non-specific side 

effects of cancer therapy.  

 Cationic peptides are the promising gene delivery vectors as they possess the ability to be 

engineered and modified to cross the cellular barriers to efficiently deliver the gene of 

interest. Present work deals with design and development of arginine-histidine-cysteine (R-

H-C) based multifunctional cationic peptides as delivery vectors. The multifunctional 

cationic peptides were designed keeping 18 mer length as constant in which 9 arginine 

residues, 7 histidine residues and 2 cysteine residues with following configuration; CR9H7C, 

CH4R9H3C and CR5H7R4C. These multifunctional cationic peptides were found to be 

efficient gene transfection vectors on a wide verity of mammalian cell lines with a negligible 

cytotoxicity as compared to Lipofectamine 2000TM, a commercially available transfection 

agent. While arginine-histidine based peptides attained the endosomal escape ability and 

better transfection efficiency as compared to homoarginine (R16) but could not provide an 

extracellular condensation and intracellular release balance to plasmid DNA as compared to 

R-H-C peptides.  Therefore, R-H-C based peptides were found to be efficient gene delivery 
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vectors based on condensation-release balance of plasmid DNA, cellular entry, endosomal 

escape, nuclear entry and effective expression of gene of interest in comparison to arginine-

histidine based peptides. CR5H7R4C peptide was found to be the best in terms of 

condensation-release balance, endosomal escape and high gene transfection as compared to 

CR9H7C and CH4R9H3C.  

CR5H7R4C peptide was evaluated for its stability in physiological environment. The 

electrostatic interaction forming peptide-plasmid DNA nanopolycomplexes gets destabilize in 

the presence of serum biomolecules resulting in polydisperse size range of the 

nanopolycomplexes and also showed significant decrease in gene expression. To enhance the 

serum stability, peptide-pDNA nanopolycomplexes were encapsulated in polylactic acid-

polyethylene glycol (PLA-PEG) block copolymer to form PLA-PEG-peptide-plasmid DNA 

dual nanoparticles (P-Pt-DNA NPs). These dual nanoparticles were stable during serum 

interaction with a monodisperse size range of 250±3 nm. 60% loading efficiency with gradual 

release of plasmid DNA was observed till 48 hrs of the study period with P-Pt-DNA dual 

nanoparticles.  P-Pt-GFP DNA NPs showed better transfection efficiency in physiological 

condition for a longer time frame of 6 days with a sustained increase in gene expression as 

compared to decreased gene expression within 3 days in case of peptide-plasmid DNA 

nanopolycomplexes (Pt-GFP DNA NCs) and polymer-plasmid DNA nanoparticles (P-GFP 

DNA NPs). Cellular viability was approximately around 90-95% till 4th day of study period 

in all the three formulations as compared to only 18% in case of Lipofectamine 2000TM. 

Developed P-Pt-DNA dual nanoparticles possess the property of serum stability with gradual 

DNA release and prolonged gene expression with negligible toxicity in physiological 

condition and thus can be used as therapeutic agent for cancer gene therapy. 

Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) encoding plasmid DNA was encapsulated in the polymeric 

dual nanoparticles forming P-Pt-TNFα DNA NPs. The dual nanoparticles were evaluated for 
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gene expression efficiency of anti-tumor protein TNFα and its functional effect in in-vitro 

and in-vivo systems. P-Pt-TNFα DNA dual nanoparticles were effective in prolonged gene 

expression of TNFα protein till 96 hours and significant cellular toxicity was also observed in 

cancer cells as compared to negligible toxicity in P-Pt-GFP DNA dual nanoparticles. 

Presence of caspace-3, an apoptotic cascade terminator cytokine, in the TNFα protein 

expressing cancer cells confirmed the functional effect of TNFα encoding plasmid DNA 

loaded dual nanoparticles. Tumor regression efficacy of P-Pt-TNFα DNA NPs was also 

examined in Ehrlich Ascetic Tumor (EAT) bearing BALB/c mice. 1.2mg/kg pDNA-TNFα 

loaded P-Pt-TNFα DNA NPs were administered both by intratumoral and intraperitoneal 

route in a biweekly regime for three weeks. Significant tumor regression of 95% without any 

relapse was seen till 50 days of study period after intratumoral administration of P-Pt-TNFα 

DNA NPs as compared to only 40% tumor regression by intraperitoneal route. The free 

pDNA-TNFα and Pt-TNFα DNA NCs showed negligible tumor regression till the treatment 

regime and further increase in tumor size was observed till 50 days of study period. P-Pt-

TNFα DNA dual nanopartciles showed insignificant toxicity to the vital organs and blood 

components as observed by histopathological and blood biochemical studies.  
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